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 Sicily in the 12th century was a very different place than it is today. With a diverse population of Muslims, 
Jews, and Christians (Latin and Greek), the island was an independent kingdom ruled by kings of Norman de-
scent. These Norman kings – Roger II, his son William I, and his grandson William II – had courts that in many 
respects adapted the ceremonials and fashions of their Byzantine and Fatimid neighbors. The royal chapel in the 
Palazzo Normanni, the Capella Palatina, reflects the diversity of the kingdom, sporting a Fatimid-style muqarnas 
ceiling with portraits of courtiers, hunters, and dancing girls over a Muslim-style throne platform; Greek mosaics; 
and a Latin Norman architecture.
 What kind of liturgy was heard in this chapel (which was commissioned by Roger II in 1132)? Some clues 
might be derived from three manuscripts that are now in the Biblioteca Nacional in Madrid. The three manu-
scripts, known as the “Troparium de Catania,” were written between 1100 and 1160.
 According to the the Sicilian musical group Al Qantarah, “Of the little group of books which have sur-
vived from this period with music for the Latin liturgy in Sicily, these three are the most important. This is because 
they contain not the traditional chants for Mass ... but a large number of special chants for important feast days in 
the church year. Such books are often referred to as ‘tropers’. Two of the Norman-Sicilian tropers were probably 
compiled for use by the ducal/royal chapel. The earliest one, Madrid 288, written about 1100, could have been 
used in the chapel of Roger the ‘Great Count.’ [This is Roger I, father of Roger II.] It contains among other things 
the cycle of chants for singing on St Julian’s Day (at Vespers, Matins and Lauds); the famous Cappella Palatina in 
Palermo possessed relics of St Julian and one can see there a mosaic depicting the saint. The musical notation in 
Madrid 288 consists of neumes without staff-lines. The chants have to be deciphered with the aid of later manu-
scripts with staff-notation (principally Madrid 289). Madrid 289, written about 1140, could have been used in the 
chapel of King Roger. The third troper, Madrid 19421 was written about twenty years later for the cathedral in 
Catania; it contains a sequence for St Agatha, patron of Catania.”
 Of the piece this paper concerns, “In hoc anni circulo,” we look to the Madrid 19421 manuscript. The song 
was performed by Al Qantarah on their CD “Abballati, abballati! – Songs and Sounds of Medieval Sicily.” This 
particular version shares many of the same Latin lyrics as other versions found all over Europe.
 According to Dom Anselm Hughs in his 1974 article in “The Musical Quarterly,” “As this piece contains 
both verses and a refrain, and can, at least in its final form, quite easily be used as dance music by those 
who may be so inclined, it conforms exactly to the academic requirements of writers who quite correctly deny 



the use of the term carol for something which is a mere Christmas song or hymn, without any refrain and perhaps 
undanceable.” The medieval “carole” was a song that was danced to, a simple circle dance. No choreographies of 
this dance actually exist, and the only “eyewitness” account of this type of dance occurs two centuries after the 
Madrid 19421 version of “In hoc anni circulo” was written. Dante’s contemporary Giovanni del Virgilio describes 
a group of women leaving a church in Bologna at the festa of San Giovanni; they form a circle with the leader 
singing the first stanza, at the end of which the dancers stop and, dropping hands, sing the refrain. The circle then 
reforms and the leader goes on to the next stanza.
 Liturgically speaking, “In hoc anni circulo,” is technically not a carol, but has been described as a con-
ductus (the piece sung in the Latin Mass to accompany the lectionary to the place where it is read); or in the case 
of the version in the Paris 1139 manuscript, written about 1100, as a versus. Andrea Recek in her thesis, “The 
Aquitanian sacred repetoire in its cultural context: An examination of ‘Petri klavigeri kari,’ ‘In hoc anni circulo,’ 
and ‘Cantu miro summa laude,’” describes a versus as differing from a trope in that it does not have a clear ritual 
function. The Paris 1139 version also crosses into secular territory in that it includes verses in Occitan and reflects 
the “new music” of the 11th and 12th century cantica nova tradition, Ms. Recek writes.
 Getting back to the Sicilian version of “In hoc anni circulo” performed by Al Qantarah, Professor Gio-
vanni Grosskopf of the State Conservatory of Music “G. Verdi” in Milan, offers this analysis:
 “What is curious about this Qantarah Sicilian version is that the music stands apart, being more different 
from the other three versions I traced (those on the modern transcriptions I found), but it is interesting to note that 
the motivic profiles (the shapes of each small melody fragment) are practically the same as in the other versions.
The globally descending profile of the melody, typical of archaic oral traditions throughout Europe (and not only) 
connected to social situations were a “call” (or “call and response”) vocal style was widely used, though present 
in all the melody variants, are more accentuated in this Sicilian version.
 “Another difference is that the Sicilian version seems to end on the modal ‘repercussio,’ not on the modal 
‘finalis’ like the other versions, probably denoting a stronger ‘folk tradition’ origin. However, there is a Paris 
manuscript, about 1100, quoted by Hughes, which has the same features and is not  very far from the Sicilian 
melody, as well as a version found in Aosta (North-West Italy) around 1380 and another from Pordenone (North-
East Italy) around 1436, all of them also quoted by Hughes.”
 Professor Grosskopf, who has been researching various versions of “In hoc anni circulo” for his modern 
composition “Ritus,”  believes that Madrid 19421 version of “In hoc anni circulo” could have been danced to. He 
also notes an “Arab sonority” in the music, due to the fact that Sicilian music belongs “to the same cultural area 
of many Arab countries and share many of their features: it’s an area that includes Sicily, many parts of Southern 
Italy, the Southern Balkans, Turkey, all the Middle East, North Africa, and Southern Spain.”
 

A look at dance form choices
 The strong rhythms of the Al Qantarah version of “In hoc anni circulo” just cry out to be danced to. Profes-
sor Grosskopf points out that “many versions I found (in the modern transcription) have a strong trochaic rhythm 
very well suited to dancing.” When I drum this, I count the rhythm out as “1, 2, 3, (rest),” in eighth notes, with 
every fourth beat being a rest, in a standard 4/4 rhythm.
 But what steps could be done to the song? My choices of steps derive from my knowledge of Sicilian his-
tory, my study of Middle Eastern dance and Middle Eastern and Turkish folk dances, and “known” late medieval 
dances such as bransles. Professor Grosskopf also pointed out to me the circle dances of the Faroe Islands, where a 
form of medieval circle and chain dancing has survived to this very day; these dances are done to very long, sung, 
ancient ballads.
 One thing I took into account in my choreography is the diversity of the island in the Norman era. Most of 
the Sicilians working the great estates in villages such as Monreale during the Norman kings’ reign were actually 
Muslims and Arabic-speaking Greeks. Lists of these villagers’ names can be found in Jeremy Johns’ “Arabic Ad-
ministration in Norman Sicily: The Royal Diwan.” Although Muslims were still free to worship as they had when 
the island was under Muslims rule, there was steady pressure for them to convert. But converted Muslims, cultur-
ally speaking, were still Arab in orientation. They spoke Arabic, dressed in ways similar to their contemporaries 
in Fatimid Egypt, and ate foods that would not be unfamiliar to their Egyptian neighbors. Assuming that they did 



Arab-style dances in their village festivals might not be too far of a stretch. There were also the Greek Christians 
who spoke Arabic, such as Roger II’s admiral, George of Antioch. The church he commissioned in Palermo, St. 
Mary’s of the Admiral, has a cupola where, on the rim that connects the dome to the ceiling, has the Great Doxol-
ogy of Orthodox rite painted in Kufic Arabic characters. Additionally, examples of instruments that were played 
and solo dancers are found in the muqarna ceiling paintings of the Capella Palatina as well as the paintings on the 
nave beams on the cathedral in Cefalu (both structures commissioned by Roger II), so Arabic forms of music and 
dance were not unknown even at the court. 
 One of the most popular folk dances of the Mediterranean, at least since the 19th century, is debke (or 
dabke). Versions of it are danced in Lebanon and Palestine, and each village as its own steps. The basic Lebanese 
debke resembles some of the European medieval bransles, in that the left foot leads and dancers hold hands. Pal-
estinian debke dances tend toward more athleticism, with leaping and jumping (these are exclusively danced by 
young men, although mixed-gender folk troupes doing choreographies also use the more vigorous steps).
 The medieval church had an uneasy relationship with dance, at times tolerating and then decrying dancing 
during Mass and liturgical celebrations. These edicts never had much of an effect on Southern Italy and Sicily. 
Musician, actress, and scholar Alessandra Belloni has chronicled the strong component of dance during Southern 
Italian celebrations of the Black Madonna, characterized by day-long dances up mountains accompanied by fierce 
tamburello playing; this probably owes more to remnants of ecstatic ancient Greek practices (Southern Italy and 
Sicily were part of Magna Graecia and some of the finest preserved Greek temples can actually be found there). 
However, although the true Southern Italian tarantellas may have been inspired by the Greek ecstatic dances like 
those of women’s rituals, these dances also bear a striking similarity to the zaar ritual dances of North Africa, in 
which groups of women gather to dance out their “demons”– frustration and depression, mostly. The tamburello 
has a strong resemblance to the Egyptian riq (frame drum with jingles) and the drum played by the dancer in the 
piece of art in the beginning of this paper, “The Allegory of Good Government” by Ambrogio Lorenzetti, one of 
the famous frescoes in the Palazzo Pubblica in Siena. Although painted between 1338 and 1340, it’s one of the 
earliest visual depictions of medieval dance in Italy.   
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